
AF prevalence$^{[1]}$:

- 14985 patients potentially undiagnosed with AF
- (74787)
- (69772)

Percentage and number of patients potentially undiagnosed with AF$^{[1]-[3]}$

- The rate of identification is slower in some CCAs and support maybe required to increase identification rates

Detect

- 12,737** patients should be potentially identified and treated across Wessex by 2019/2020.

Protect

- 1,489*** patients diagnosed with AF missing a risk assessment and 8,170**** patients assessed and eligible for treatment not on anticoagulants*.

Perfect

- Anticoagulant or antiplatelet New Medicine Service (NMS) is currently 12.7% across Wessex$^{[5]}$.

---


* 25% of NHS Wiltshire CCG population is considered, ** Based on 85% detection target, *** Based on 90% protection target, **** Based on 84% protection target